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With the increasing adoption of enterprise architecture (EA), organizations face many challenges in how to measure and demonstrate the value that EA provides to an enterprise. This Executive Report describes a process for deriving EA value metrics that align with the value drivers particular to an organization — those important to both the core business capabilities of the organization as well as its key stakeholders.
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Methods for Defining and Analyzing Key EA Performance Metrics

Enterprise architecture (EA) is increasingly utilized by many types of organizations. Despite its growing popularity, the challenge facing many organizations is how to measure and demonstrate evidence of the value that EA provides to an enterprise. To gain some insight into this problem, this Executive Report provides an overview of the means used to measure the value of EA within organizations. The report seeks to accomplish four tasks. First, it demonstrates that EA value measurement is a challenge that organizations must address. Second, it aims to highlight the variety of methods and measures that organizations currently use in their attempts to measure the value of EA. Third, it provides insight into the reported challenges facing organizations involved in the process of measuring the value of EA. Finally, the report proposes a conceptual model for EA value measurement that those organizations that have implemented EA can utilize.

Leadership within organizations understands the need to strategically align business needs with the IT functions that support an organization’s business units. Aligning business needs with IT can mean managing complex issues such as processing vast quantities of data to analyze products and services, avoiding redundancy in IT solutions, and working toward an efficient flow of information throughout an organization. These are just a few of the business and IT needs that organizations must address.

Organizations also realize that they cannot manage their activities if they don’t measure them properly. Metrics are often gathered and used as a means to clearly and consistently report on the performance of business activities. The combination of a series of metrics called “measures” can allow for accurate communication about performance trends and progress toward strategic goals. This report describes a process for deriving long-term EA value metrics that are aligned with the value drivers of the organization. This process ensures that an organization will select the optimal set of metrics — those that have the greatest likelihood of demonstrating the value that EA has produced for the organization.
The process also ensures that the metrics selected align with both the value measures utilized by the core capabilities of the organization as well as the measures utilized by key stakeholders. Aligning the EA value measurement program this way allows the EA team to directly show how it positively impacts measures that matter to the rest of the organization.

EA OVERVIEW

There is no single agreed-upon definition for enterprise architecture. As a result, defining EA is highly debated in both academia and industry by those who research and practice it. In this report, we use the definition of EA supplied by the Federation of Enterprise Architecture Professional Organizations:

Enterprise architecture is a well-defined practice for conducting enterprise analysis, design, planning, and implementation, using a holistic approach at all times, for the successful development and execution of strategy. Enterprise architecture applies architecture principles and practices to guide organizations through the business, information, process, and technology changes necessary to execute their strategies.¹

Organizations continue to focus on becoming more agile in an effort to respond to the dynamic environments created by ever-changing markets, customers, and competitors. In order to remain competitive, organizations need to develop and utilize architectures that address the enterprise in a holistic fashion and that go beyond just architectures developed solely for IT transformation. Many large organizations are realizing the strategic impact and business value that EA generates.

Organizations expect many benefits from EA. Studies claim that EA brings about seamless integration of software services (both homogeneous and heterogeneous) and planning procedures. Organizations anticipate that EA will help them reduce complexity and achieve better efficiency, which in turn will aid managers in making decisions and scoping projects. Research also claims that EA can help stakeholders make better decisions by assisting management with prioritizing goals and communicating them effectively across an enterprise.²

Achieving strategic alignment between IT and business is another major expectation from adopting EA. The rise in business mergers and acquisitions, the continued economic crisis, and unstable governance are just some of the contemporary situations that lead to a dynamic business environment. Strategic alignment plays a significant role in improving the performance of an organization. It allows organizations to be more productive by achieving potential returns from IT investments and competing even under dynamic market conditions.

The effective use of IT is now an accepted organizational imperative — and the primary motivation is improved communications and effectiveness. The swift pace of change in technologies has consigned many formerly established best practice approaches to the past. Today’s EA decision makers and business managers face uncertainty, characterized by a lack of relevant and practical advice and standards to guide them through this new business revolution.

For organizational investment in EA to deliver full value, EA must fully align to organizational strategies and direction, key risks must be identified and controlled, and legislative and regulatory compliance must be demonstrated. One of the greatest challenges faced by those trying to manage EA in today’s fast-moving economy and complex technical environment is knowing whether the “ship is on course” and being able to predict and anticipate failures before it is too late. Like driving a car or steering a ship, good instruments are essential.

METRICS

Measurement is not a new concept. We deal with measurement in some form or another in our daily lives. When talking about metrics for business processes, we can sum up the concept with this well-known statement: “You cannot manage what you cannot measure. And you cannot improve something that you cannot manage properly.”³ The term “metrics” refers to a series of measurement steps: defining the measure, how the measurement will be carried out (which may involve mathematical calculations), who will be involved in the measuring process, and the source/origin of the data.

A systematic and solid corporate performance management process is of paramount importance for organizations to survive in this Information Age⁴ and a vital part of performance management is metrics. Corporate performance metrics provide a picture of the health of an area under scrutiny within an organization, identify strengths and weaknesses, and enable detecting processes that deviate from normal behavior (e.g., fault detection, risk analysis). Organizations rely on metrics to assess and improve customer satisfaction, time-to-market factors, and other innovative processes for improving their performance. Numerous research studies have shown the impact of using metrics within organizations (e.g., customer metrics,⁵ financial performance metrics, and organizational
performance metrics\textsuperscript{9}). Defining and utilizing the right set of metrics is critical for organizations.

When it comes to metrics reporting, accounting for tangible assets is a very common and easy process that every organization performs through financial reporting, but when it comes to intangible assets, there is no single standard or comprehensive reporting mechanism. Many research studies have identified constructs of customer metrics, including observable or tangible constructs as well as unobservable or intangible constructs, and how they affect organizational performance. Experts believe that the easiest way of collecting data to measure unobservable customer metrics is through customer surveys. In addition, numerous studies discuss the need for evaluating the business value generated by IT services and propose methods for doing this.\textsuperscript{7} However, EA value evaluation should be based on more than just the business value analysis of IT services. It requires a much more comprehensive analysis encompassing constructs across an entire organization.

The process of measurement for EA is so complex that there isn’t a single model that serves as a best fit for all measurements. Every organization has its own customized measurement process depending on its needs and management decisions. While numerous studies illustrate the ongoing necessity for measuring IT efforts using value metrics, very little research has been done on evaluating a metrics program itself. One of the major steps in defining a measurement process for an organization is effectively identifying the business goals of an organization.

When compared to EA value metrics, research on software metrics is more mature, as the tools to gather and analyze software metrics have been developed and used for a longer period of time. However, organizations lack robust measurement techniques to carry out measurement for EA. While many organizations focus predominantly on EA frameworks and tools, there is typically very limited attention given to assessing or evaluating the value of EA itself through the use of metrics or measures. In addition, there has been very little research conducted in academia related to measurement processes of value in EA. Popular measurement approaches such as the balanced scorecard have been applied in the context of EA value measurement.\textsuperscript{9} Another study involves techniques to measure the corporate value from EA.\textsuperscript{9} Probability models have also been used to analyze the impact of EA in organizations.\textsuperscript{10} Although such methods that discuss value measurement for EA certainly exist, most assume that a common set of metrics will work for all organizations and fail to consider that different organizations have different value sets that require different measures.

### A Comprehensive Approach to Establishing EA Value Measures

For many years, the use of measures to help steer the EA function has been a challenge that few appear to have successfully addressed, which is why the expression “It’s like driving a car with a blacked-out windshield and no instruments” is often used. If it is difficult for those literate in technology and relatively close to the IT function, then it is even worse for the end customers who find technical jargon a smokescreen and lack of information relevant to their business a major headache.

There is no doubt that a practical and effective way to measure EA’s contribution to the organization is an essential part of any IT program. EA, as a key resource for the enterprise, begins in the realm of enterprise planning at the strategic level. As shown in Figure 1, the value creation for an enterprise starts with the development of a business strategy based on the organization’s key business drivers. The resulting approach then guides the inception of IT strategy with IT strategy influencing enterprise business strategy over time. Together, these two strategies drive the formation of modern EA — a combination of business and IT architectures that exist symbiotically. Once established, EA supports the decision makers in the underlying architecture domains at a tactical level. Figure 1 demonstrates the EA value-creation process going from business drivers to business value delivery, with EA value measurement as an overarching theme throughout this process.

EA teams can use the steps at the bottom of Figure 1 to develop and maintain EA metrics. Metrics development is integrated throughout the EA value-creation process.

### EA Support for Decision Making

The use of EA in decision making enables practitioners to focus on achieving desirable levels of IT quality and performance, while ensuring that appropriate infrastructure support is in place to deliver the right business solutions. For most large commercial companies or government agencies, primary uses of EA include the following:

- **Effective value creation and delivery.** This involves creating and delivering business value by effectively managing the EA activities that impact organizational value.
Facilitation. This encompasses establishing and promoting standards, best practices, and guidelines for technology adoption and support across organizations in order to advance business and IT strategies, as well as preparing the process for change management to adopt new technologies.

Guidance. This involves defining and enforcing ways to use architecture patterns and information during the entire lifecycle of major application development, integration, and deployment.

Most practitioners agree that at the strategic level, EA can influence and guide IT planning, spending, and investment priorities, as well as the alignment of IT resources in pursuit of the desired business goals. At the tactical level, EA supports the ability of an organization to mitigate development risks through guidance and the use of standards. From both perspectives, it is essential for practitioners to recognize the significance of a measurement program in making informed decisions.

DEFINING AND ANALYZING KEY EA PERFORMANCE METRICS

An effective EA measurement program typically begins by identifying a set of precise and easy-to-use metrics recognized by both business and IT organizations across the enterprise. At a strategic level, EA metrics establish a number of quantifiable parameters that enable practitioners to assess and evaluate the EA program, the IT assets employed, and their relevance to delivering business value for the enterprise. At a tactical level, EA metrics include parameters that impact the EA and its effectiveness across the organization — both directly and indirectly.

EA Measurement Program and Metrics

By leveraging EA metrics in a measurement program, IT practitioners and business stakeholders can evaluate:

- The benefits delivered as a result of applying or following architecture processes, models, frameworks, and technology standards
- The alignment (or lack of alignment) between projects and programs and the business strategies they support
- The ability of each individual project to overcome architecturally significant risks, constraints, and challenges
- The common architectural risks inherent in the overall architecture planning for business transformation, application rationalization, or legacy modernization initiatives
- The use of EA information, such as patterns, standards, and registries

Six Steps for Leveraging EA Metrics

For practitioners, leveraging the metrics for EA governance involves six key steps (see Figure 1):

1. Identify. Define the business capabilities that can meet strategic business goals and recognize the enterprise-wide stakeholders, business sponsors, and EA governance body members.
2. **Establish.** Create an inventory of IT assets that includes existing resources, infrastructure investments, and architecturally significant technology components.

3. **Assess.** Prioritize the business capabilities and match them with available IT assets to identify any gaps that EA must ensure are addressed by ongoing IT projects.

In most cases, these first three steps are performed periodically (often on an annual basis). Parameters for EA metrics may include the number of architecturally significant components, services, or infrastructure elements reused or shared across the enterprise. EA value determination is often based on metric parameters such as cost of IT projects to meet specific business goals, savings from the return on existing investments or the reuse of patterns, rationalization or consolidation of IT resources, and cost reduction from technology refreshment or retirement.

The next three steps support value measurement and the leveraging of architecture policies and principles:

4. **Measure.** Establish value measures as well as measures of architectural usage. Select metrics that demonstrate value produced by EA to the organization.

5. **Monitor.** Create a scorecard or dashboard to capture the information related to EA use and application, such as reuse of technology standards, architectural patterns, best practices, common or shared services, or architectural frameworks adopted across the enterprise.

6. **Manage.** Evaluate measures to ensure continued relevance. Perform an annual review of selected metrics to ensure continued alignment with changes in the organization.

These last three steps play a vital role in assessing the effectiveness of EA as well as the maturity of the overall EA. These steps are performed on an ongoing basis and are closely interconnected. EA metrics in these steps ensure that value delivery is occurring and will assist the organization in delivering the targeted business value. EA staff should conduct reviews on a regular basis to determine how EA provides value.

There are many things to consider when developing an EA value measurement program. The seven top pitfalls typically encountered when developing an EA value measurement program are highlighted in Figure 2.

One of the most difficult parts of developing a value measurement program for EA is selecting and developing well-thought-out metrics. Figure 3 highlights five attributes of an effective metric.

There are hundreds of possible metrics for adoption that measure different aspects of the EA function, process, and use. EA teams should adopt no more than eight to 10 metrics initially.
Approaches for Calculating EA Value

Table 1 identifies common financial metrics for measuring EA value. The two most common financial metrics for measuring the value of EA are:¹¹

1. **Return on investment (ROI)** — a performance measure to evaluate the efficiency of EA investment

2. **Benefit-to-cost ratio (B/CR)** — ratio of EA benefits to EA costs

**ROI and Benefits Analysis**

Of the two metrics listed above, ROI is by far the more commonly used. However, for ROI to be meaningful for EA, it should be calculated using the following five steps over a multiyear period:

1. Select the expected benefits from the benefits framework.
2. Identify the applicable cost scenario.
3. Calculate the initial, simple return.
4. Assess and select the benefits and cost scenario for the second and subsequent years.
5. Calculate the returns for the second and subsequent years.

Figure 4 provides a sample EA benefits framework. (Note: this is to be modified to meet the needs of a particular organization; not all benefits listed below will apply to a given organization.) Some benefits are easily quantified and others are more qualitative in nature. For qualitative benefits, quantitative estimates are calculated and included in the benefits framework.

The challenge with the benefits framework is determining which quantitative and qualitative measures are appropriate for a given organization. The qualitative measures are particularly challenging because they require a certain amount of estimation in order to assign quantitative measures to qualitative factors. Assessing qualitative measures is particularly challenging in government. In the government context, some quantitative and qualitative benefits that are sometimes considered for the value framework include:

- **Direct user (customer) value.** These are benefits directly realized by users or multiple user groups. Users or customers will vary based on the type of initiative assessed. Users may include, but are not limited to, government employees, other government organizations, and citizens. Quantitative and qualitative values might be used.

- **Nondirect user/public value.** These are benefits not related to direct users (e.g., society as a whole). An example might be a well-functioning court system that provides value to society. This is typically a qualitative measure that is difficult to accurately estimate,
and it may be determined that this value measure is not appropriate for use in the value framework.

- **Government operational/foundational value.** These are order-of-magnitude improvements realized in current government operations and processes and in laying the groundwork for future initiatives. Quantitative and qualitative values might be used.

- **Government financial value.** This is the financial benefit (e.g., cost savings, cost avoidance) realized by the government, including financial benefits received by the managing or sponsor agency as well as other federal agencies. Quantitative values are typically utilized.

- **Strategic value.** These are benefits that move an organization closer to achieving its strategic goals. This is typically a qualitative measure that is difficult to accurately estimate, and it may be determined that this value measure is not appropriate for use in the value framework.

**ROI Formula**

The formula for calculating ROI is \( ROI = \frac{\text{benefits}}{\text{costs}} \). The benefits are derived from the benefit framework discussed previously. The costs component comprises the total annual costs for the EA effort. The benefits framework is divided by the costs to derive an ROI. The ROI calculation must be done over a multiyear period (three to five years) to be meaningful. EA requires multiyear ROI because, as Figure 5 shows, there is a significant lag time between the EA effort and the measurement of value — often up to 18-24 months, or longer in some cases.
Tips for Using ROI

Some good practices for using ROI include the following:

- **Use ROI as a success factor.** An organization can use ROI to drive EA. By definition, the goal of EA is to align an organization’s strategy with its IT initiatives and projects. The organization cannot realize its strategy without this alignment. An organization can measure the costs and benefits of using EA for this alignment.

- **Etch the desired benefits in stone.** It is important to identify a core set of benefits for the organization to realize from EA. The establishment of measurable goals for operating efficiency, cost reductions, staff reductions, customer satisfaction, computing budgets, and economic growth is also important.

- **Operationalize a core set of metrics.** The core set of metrics should be a set of clear, measurable, and quantitative economic benefits for EA. Some common metrics mistakes are failing to define metrics, defining qualitative ones, or defining far too many metrics.

**COMMON EA METRICS**

This section describes common metrics utilized by private and public organizations to measure EA. This is not a list of all possible metrics but rather those more commonly utilized. This section provides the reader with an idea of the variety of metrics used in different organizations. The metrics are listed by the following four categories: (1) IT metrics, (2) customer metrics, (3) business/strategy metrics, and (4) compliance metrics. Additional metrics that have been used to measure aspects of EA value can be found in the Appendix.

**IT Metrics**

Common IT-based metrics used to measure EA value include the following:

- EA outcomes, including cost savings and cost avoidance due to process efficiency, technology standardization, retirement, and consolidation
- The extent to which the organization decreases the number of technology products that duplicate existing capabilities and the extent to which it decreases the number of obsolete systems in its IT inventory using EA
- The percentage of cost reduction associated with adopting enterprise-wide standards
- The percentage of reuse of architectural components (especially services)
- The percentage of reuse of common designs
- The percentage of projects architecturally aligned
- The percentage of successful projects by the EA team
- The number of projects that leverage EA repository for future-state designs
- Cost savings through reuse of software components and standardized purchase agreements
- IT total cost of ownership (TCO); that is, the overall TCO for technology owned, operated, or supported by the organization
- The number of projects exempt from the architecture-assurance process
- The number of patterns and standards developed and utilized
- The percentage of reduction of repetitive data entry
- The percentage of increase in sharing of data via Web services
- The percentage of reduction in application development time
- The number of application and technology registry hits per month
- The number of projects that leverage architectural patterns
- The percentage of reduction of development costs
- The number of projects that utilize approved designs
- The number of times an EA product or guidance is downloaded from EA site
- The number of projects using EA guidance
- EA used to inform IT investment decisions
- Total cost savings to investment
- Total cost avoidance to investment

**Customer Metrics**

Common customer-focused metrics used to measure the value of EA include the following:

- Average customer wait time (could be call wait time or in-person wait time)
- Average handling time and average wrap-up time (could apply to customer service time or sales cycle time)
- Labor cost per call
- The number of calls handled per agent per hour

**Business/Strategy Metrics**

Common business/strategy metrics used to measure the value of EA include the following:
- The number of to-be architectures defined
- The percentage of applications used by more than one business/product mix offerings
- The number of local innovations that led to common shared solutions
- The number of business processes (or business capabilities) mapped
- The number of business processes (or business capabilities) reused
- The number of business capabilities mapped to business strategies

**Compliance Metrics**

Common compliance metrics used to measure the value of EA include the following:
- The number of designs/projects that are 100% compliant with EA standards
- Of those that are not 100% compliant, the number that would have achieved compliance at or above a given level
- The number of new regulations implemented within the permitted time frame
- The number of overdue regulatory filings

**PROCESS FOR DETERMINING LONG-TERM BUSINESS VALUE METRICS**

Value measurement is consistently cited as a top area of importance in EA, but it is also consistently cited as one of the areas of lowest maturity. A value proposition is a promise of value delivery and a belief from the customer that he or she will experience that value. A value proposition can apply to an entire organization, parts thereof, customer accounts, products, or services. Creating a value proposition is a part of business/organizational strategy. Robert Kaplan and David Norton state that “strategy is based on a differentiated customer value proposition. Satisfying customers is the source of sustainable value creation.” However, as Figure 6 illustrates, there are many levels of metrics that have been developed to measure value for different parts and layers of the organization.

The key to a successful value measurement program is to identify metrics that correlate to business key performance indicators (KPIs). While this makes sense to most people, correctly identifying a reasonable number of high-value metrics that are meaningful to the greatest number of areas of the organization is a very difficult endeavor.

As seen in the examples in the Appendix, the problem is not a lack of metrics; it is knowing which ones make sense for your organization and will provide the most “value” for the effort required. According to Michael Porter, there are three components of stakeholder value:

1. **Economic value.** The financial impact of the investment. What will be your ROI? What will it do for the company financially?
2. **Business value.** The primary consideration to the user of the solution. What can the investment do for the organization and how can it increase productivity, efficiencies, and effectiveness for those that use the solution?

3. **Personal value.** This is more of an intangible value that answers the following questions: What will the decision do for me personally? Will I get a promotion, a bonus, peace of mind, or improve my influence with other organizations?

There are many metrics that measure aspects of economic and business value. Personal value, while an important consideration, is not easily quantifiable.

As Figure 7 implies, EA can be an effective linchpin to bridge strategy to execution. In addition, organizations can use EA to analyze and address strategy execution priorities if those priorities are understood, which includes understanding how those strategic priorities are valued and measured.

There are many stakeholders and value propositions to consider, and it is not feasible to align the EA value measurement program to each and every one. So how do we select those stakeholders and value propositions with which to align our EA efforts?

There is a process for deriving long-term EA value metrics that are aligned with the value drivers of the organization. This process provides guidance on where to focus value measurement efforts for EA. The process consists of the following six steps:

1. **Stakeholder analysis/value mapping.** This determines what value measures are the most important and most frequently cited. This process answers questions such as:
   - Who are our stakeholders and which ones are key stakeholders?
   - What do the key stakeholders value?
   - What value measures do we use?

2. **Business capability analysis/value mapping.** This helps in the understanding, categorizing, and prioritizing of business capabilities and then determining what value measures are needed for identified high-value business capabilities.

3. **Stakeholder and business capability value measures mapping and analysis.** This process determines how much of an intersection exists between identified stakeholder value measures and core business capability value measures.

4. **Metrics selection.** This process helps select those metrics that are of importance to key stakeholders and core business capabilities.

5. **Performance improvement considerations.** This process ensures that the EA value measurement set continually aligns with changes in the composition and value sets of the key stakeholders and core business capabilities.

6. **Communications considerations.** This process ensures that effective EA value communications plans are developed for different key stakeholder groups.

Let’s explore these processes in greater detail.

![Figure 7 — EA as the bridge between strategy and execution.](image)
Stakeholder Analysis/Value Mapping

First, the EA team must define and identify the stakeholders. A stakeholder is anyone who can affect or is affected by an organization, strategy, or project. Mindmapping is a useful way of visually identifying stakeholders. There are many methods of stakeholder analysis, and any method can be utilized as long as the method analyzes two major characteristics of stakeholders:

1. Interest/impact of stakeholders
2. Influence/power of stakeholders

Once the interests of the stakeholders have been mapped, they can then be prioritized in order of importance. Different methodologies suggest different ways of analyzing stakeholders — some complex and some very simple. A common approach is to map the interest and power or influence of each stakeholder group on a four quadrant graph.

Key stakeholders are identified as those stakeholders who have high interest/impact on the EA program and who also have high influence/power in the organization. This process identifies which of the many stakeholders in a given organization are key stakeholders. Value measurement efforts should focus on the value measures that are important to the key stakeholders.

The process then analyzes the economic and business values of the identified key stakeholders and determines which of these value measures EA can most directly impact. Table 2 lists some examples of key stakeholders and their financial, economic, and personal value considerations. Metrics, such as ROI, will be used for the financial and economic value considerations. Personal value considerations are typically nonquantifiable but should still be tracked to provide an overall picture of the value considerations for each key stakeholder.

Value measurement efforts should focus on the value measures that are important to the key stakeholders. The process then analyzes the economic and business values of the identified key stakeholders and determines which of these value measures EA can most directly impact. Table 2 lists some examples of key stakeholders and their financial, economic, and personal value considerations. Metrics, such as ROI, will be used for the financial and economic value considerations. Personal value considerations are typically nonquantifiable but should still be tracked to provide an overall picture of the value considerations for each key stakeholder.

Business Capability Analysis/Value Mapping

Next, identify key business capabilities by conducting a capability mapping exercise to understand, categorize, and prioritize business capabilities. The goal in this step is to identify the economic and business values associated with each high-value capability and identify which of these values EA can most directly impact.

A business capability defines the organization’s capacity to successfully perform a unique business activity. Capabilities do the following:

- Function as the building blocks of the business.
- Represent stable business functions.
- Are unique and independent from each other.
- Are abstracted from the organizational model.
- Capture the business’s interests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Stakeholders</th>
<th>Financial Value Considerations</th>
<th>Economic Value Considerations</th>
<th>Personal Value Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIO</td>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Average time to produce key reports</td>
<td>Perceptions of other C-level executives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP of Accounting</td>
<td></td>
<td>Time to compile financial data for quarterly reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP of Operations</td>
<td></td>
<td>Time to implement new system throughout all divisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 — Frequency of Key Stakeholder Value Considerations for Financial Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Value Considerations</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8 illustrates how capabilities comprise processes that in turn produce a service or product, using an example of producing a research paper. The research-related capabilities comprise the process of research paper production, which in turn produces the product: a research report.

Another way to think about Figure 8 is that processes implement capabilities. An understanding of core capabilities and the processes that implement those capabilities is very important for all organizations.

A business capability map is a conceptual model of all of the organization’s capabilities along with the details (i.e., people, process, and technology) that enable them. In many capability-mapping exercises, capabilities are divided into categories to better understand the nature and importance of a capability to the organization. Typical capability categories and their functions are:

- **Advantage capabilities that directly contribute to the customer value proposition and have a high impact on company financials.** Companies keep these inside to protect intellectual property. Improved methods for data analysis would be a government-related example of an advantage capability. By performing faster and/or more accurate data analysis, a government agency may be able to serve its constituents better, cheaper, or faster and may develop this into an advantage capability offered to other government agencies.

- **Strategic support capabilities that have high contribution in direct support of advantage capabilities.** These are the operational capabilities that the organization performs on a daily basis. Examples of strategic support capabilities include processing cases and handling inquiries from constituents.

- **Essential capabilities that may not be visible to the customer but contribute to the organization’s business focus and have a big impact on the bottom line.** In this area, the focus is on efficiency improvement, especially in high-volume work. Essential capabilities are needed to operate the business, but are also often candidates for outsourcing. Examples might include some accounting functions, HR functions, and IT functions. Figure 9 illustrates a capability map with the capabilities color-coded by category.

Once business capabilities are categorized, they are then prioritized by value to the business and the complexity of assessing the value of the capability. Value to the business is determined by having the leadership of the organization rank the relative value to the organization of identified capabilities. Complexity of assessing the value of the capability is determined by accessing the amount, type, and location of data needed to assess the value of a given capability. A 1-3 or 1-5 scale could be used to assess complexity. For example, if the data needed to assess the value of a capability resides in three different departments of the organization and two of these departments are difficult to access on a regular basis, then this capability would rate a higher complexity rating. These ratings are somewhat subjective and should be done by a team of three to five people from the EA organization in order to achieve consensus.

Figure 10 shows how a sample four-quadrant graph. The graph illustrates the value of the capabilities to the organization and the complexity in calculating/assessing the value measures for the capability. In this case, it is recommended that an EA value measurement initiative begin with exploring the capabilities in the upper-left quadrant — those that have high value to
the organization and relatively easy value assessments. As the EA value program matures, capabilities in the upper-right quadrant can also be explored.

Next, key capabilities with high business value and reasonable value complexity should be assessed for their financial, economic, and personal value considerations. Table 4 lists some sample key business capabilities and their financial, economic, and personal value considerations. As with key stakeholder value analysis (see Table 2), key business capability value analysis includes metrics, such as ROI, for financial and economic value considerations. Personal value considerations are typically nonquantifiable but should still be tracked to provide an overall picture of the value considerations for each key capability.

Next, just like the key stakeholder value analysis, list each financial and economic value consideration and how often each occurs between the different key capabilities. A frequency diagram should be produced for the financial and economic value considerations. A frequency diagram could also be produced for the personal value considerations to determine which personal/political value considerations occur most frequently between the different key capabilities.

Stakeholder and Business Capability Value Measures Mapping and Analysis

Next, the identified key stakeholder value metrics in Table 2 are compared with the identified key business capability value metrics in Table 4. Those metrics that appear in both areas are the business value metrics that have the greatest potential for impact on the largest portion of the organization. In most organizations, there will be considerable overlap between the value measures of the key stakeholders and the value measures of the key capabilities.

Metrics Selection

If more than 10 metrics fall into the area of high-impact metrics, then a discussion on which 10 metrics can be most positively impacted by EA is needed in order to determine which 10 metrics to include in the initial
value measurement program (see Figure 11). Those metrics that occur more frequently have greater potential to impact the organization. If the EA organization can demonstrate an ability to positively impact these metrics, value demonstration to the organization will be apparent.

**Metrics Governance**

The metrics review process includes representatives from key stakeholder groups as well as representatives from the core business capabilities. These groups are included to ensure that the set of selected metrics is in alignment with any changes in the values of the key stakeholders and core business capabilities. It is important to periodically review metrics for their continued relevance. As Figure 12 suggests, the metrics review process annually evaluates the selected value measures.

**Performance Improvement Considerations**

The metrics identification process should be performed to examine any changes in the key stakeholders or key business capabilities of the organization, and the metrics selected for EA value measurement should be updated accordingly. This process ensures that time is not wasted in calculating and tracking metrics no longer valued by the organization, and that the EA value metrics set reflects changes in the composition and value sets of the key stakeholders and key business capabilities.

**Communications Considerations**

Enterprise architects often confuse deliverables with value. Successful enterprise architects focus on the value received and communicate in terms of value to the stakeholder. The recommended process includes the development of a communications strategy/plan for each of the key stakeholders and owners of core business capabilities — one size does not fit all. This communications plan should be updated annually to reflect any changes to the target audiences. It is important to present information in the manner most appropriate to the data represented and in the presentation format the audience is used to. It is also important to adjust reporting frequency, presentation format, and level of detail to the needs of different stakeholder groups. The underlying data should remain consistent, but the presentation format doesn’t have to be the same.

**Communicating Value and Performance**

Effective communication of EA value is a critical (and often overlooked) component of an effective EA value measurement program. There are many cases of EA teams that were producing great value for their organizations but, due to poor communications, key stakeholder groups did not understand or appreciate the value created by the EA function. In most organizations, perception is reality, and without effective communications, incorrect perceptions are often formed. Figure 13 illustrates the need to know your key stakeholders and what form of data representation and communication is most effective for each target group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability (High Business Value; Reasonable Value Complexity)</th>
<th>Financial Value Considerations</th>
<th>Economic Value Considerations</th>
<th>Personal Value Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer Service</td>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Average response time to customer inquiries</td>
<td>Perceptions of other C-level executives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Product Development</td>
<td>Ability to provide data analysis service on customer trends</td>
<td>Accuracy of data analysis</td>
<td>If we provide a superior data analysis capability that leads to more successful new products, we will generate good internal PR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 — Key Business Capability Value Analysis

![Figure 11 — Area of high-impact EA value measures.](image-url)
Metrics Aggregation

Aggregation of different in-kind metrics is a common value measurement challenge. The most common aggregation problem is the use of nonquantitative (or qualitative) metrics. Quantitative metrics are the numbers that are readily measured and are often financial in nature. Quantitative metrics help crunch the numbers and determine ROI.

While quantitative metrics focus on the hard numbers, qualitative metrics are based on the quality of responses derived from documents, interview, and surveys. Qualitative metrics are often “fuzzier” and hard to quantify, and, as a result, are often not used in EA value measurement. However, some of the biggest impacts made from EA initiatives are in qualitative areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Types of Graphic Representation</th>
<th>Tailor Granularity and Frequency by Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trends or Dynamic Comparisons</td>
<td>Granularity of Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Comparisons</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat or Status Indications</td>
<td>IT Management Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>CIO Business Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Information (e.g., SLA Adherence over Time)</td>
<td>Frequency of Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative Backing for Data or Explanation for Outliers</td>
<td>Management Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12 — Metrics governance process.

Figure 13 — Matching media to audience type.
Qualitative data, it is essential to quantify the data. Qualitative researchers may criticize the quantification of qualitative data, suggesting that such an inversion sublimates the very qualities that make qualitative data distinctive: narrative layering and textual meaning. But assessment (and the policy implications that flow from it) demands that the data is presented within a scientific construct. In addition, until we know more about how, why, and to what degree and under what circumstances certain types of qualitative research can usefully or reliably be quantified, it is unlikely that program planners or policy makers will base decisions on studies generally regarded as “qualitative.”

Therefore, it is important to quantify the data obtained from qualitative research. Quantitative analysis of qualitative data “involves turning the data from words or images into numbers”; this can be done by coding ethnographic or other data and looking for emerging patterns. If qualitative data is in the form of responses to standardized questionnaire surveys, this data may also be quantified.

Simple frequencies and relationships between variables can be calculated either manually or by using qualitative software, such as EZ-Text. For example, as shown below, a researcher studying smoking habits utilized a frequency table to describe the smoking that occurred in specific contexts. The definitions of these “contexts” were derived from interview data generated from in-depth interviews with youth.

There are three main steps to conducting quantitative analysis of qualitative data: organizing the data, reading and coding it, and presenting and interpreting it.

1. Organizing Data

First, the value measurement professional should organize the data. The data can be organized in groups that relate to particular areas of interest. For example, a study on tobacco farmers might group data into the following sections: history of tobacco farming, other crops grown, role of women in tobacco farming, reasons for tobacco farming, and environmental consequences of tobacco farming.

An example related to EA might entail a study on how enterprise architecture assists decision makers with understanding, managing, and improving operations. Data might be grouped into the following sections: types of decision makers, issues associated with understanding operations for each decision maker, issues associated with managing operations for each decision maker, issues associated with improving operations for each decision maker, the impact of EA on understanding operations for each decision maker, the impact of EA on managing operations for each decision maker, and the impact of EA on improving operations for each decision maker.

2. Reading and Coding Data

The next step is to read all the data carefully and construct a category system that allows all the data to be categorized systematically. The categories should be internally homogeneous and externally heterogeneous. Everything in one category must hold together in some meaningful way, and the differences between categories need to be bold and clear. If there is a lot of data that does not fit into the category system, it usually means that there is a flaw that requires the system to be reorganized. To convert qualitative data to quantitative data for good metrics, there must be a label for all data, and every attempt should be made so that each segment fits in only one category. Lastly, the classification system should be meaningful and relevant to the study. Once a system is created for organizing the data, each category should be assigned a number, and then transcriptions of interviews or survey results can be coded (see sidebar).

The most common way to present qualitative data is by using a frequency analysis and reporting the frequency of coded items as shown in Table 5.

The following are two examples of possible categories and coding systems for an EA initiative:

- **Example 1: Outcome of improving collaboration and cooperation across the enterprise.** Here is a possible coding system for types of collaboration to be improved:
  1. Collaboration between management
  2. Collaboration between IT staff
  3. Collaboration between support staff
  4. Other collaboration types

As an interviewer reviews the interview transcripts, each reference to improvements in these types of collaboration is recorded with a code of 1 for references to improvements to collaboration between management, a code of 2 for references to improvements to collaboration between IT staff, a code of 3 for references to improvements to collaboration between support staff, and a code of 4 for other types of collaboration improvement.
CODING DATA EXAMPLE

First, assign each category a number; for example:

1. The smoking period
   1.1. When started and stopped
   1.2. Reasons for starting smoking and continuing to smoke
2. Circumstances in which smoking takes place
3. Influences on smoking behavior
   3.1. Home environment
   3.2. Peers
   3.3. Work environment
4. Reasons for stopping
   4.1 Health
   4.2 Cultural or religious
   4.3 Financial
   4.4 “Significant other” pressure
   4.5 Consideration for others
5. Ways to stop
   5.1 Based on experience of respondent
   5.2 Based on opinion of the respondent

INTERVIEW DATA

Next, assign the categories to the interview data; for example:

Interviewer (I): How did you start smoking?
Subject (S): I started smoking out of peer pressure (1.2). Before, my father used to smoke, but he stopped because he was scolded by my mom (4.4). In school, my classmates are smoking so they invited me to join them; I tried it out of curiosity, for the taste (1.2).

I: Why do you smoke?
S: Every time you drink wine or beer, it’s nice to smoke. After eating you feel like a smoke (2.0). It’s very nice to smoke. The aroma is nice (1.2).

I: Do you smoke at specific times?
S: Walking together with a group or when I am out drinking (2.0). When I’m studying and the times I have to concentrate, I smoke. I’m usually alone in my room (2.0). But I realize that it doesn’t make sense because it dries my brain and it lessens my memory, my comprehension, and I’m beginning to lose weight. I don’t want to eat anymore (4.1).

I: What would help people to stop smoking?
S: Once you smoke, you have to be aware that there are passive smokers who are mostly affected (4.5).

I: So people would stop more if they thought about the consequences to others?
S: Yes, but also there is the cost. You can put the money instead of buying cigars into something worthwhile. If you’re with a girl, why don’t you put it into something fun for the future (4.3)?

I: How do you get people to think about quitting?
S: Increase the tax. Discourage buyers from buying cigarettes. And have a campaign of anti-smoking so people are really discouraged to smoke. And tell your kids. Once you feel an obligation to the children, you stop smoking because you are conscious that it will affect their lungs. And then for the smokers, tell them to consider your “stick” as a nail to your coffin. Bring them to hospitals and let them see videos or actual operations with those who have lung cancer in order to get scared of the effect of smoking (5.2).

I: Do you think that creating a challenge for people is a way to encourage people to quit smoking? What would you say to them?
S: You tell them this is how I started. I started smoking just like you. You’d tell them, I was able to overcome the habit and I know you can do it, too (5.1). When you’re smoking you’re dirtying your temple (4.2).

(Note: If many codes of 4 are found, the categories of collaboration should be reviewed for whether additional categories should be added to the coding system.)

After coding, a frequency analysis can be performed to determine which type of collaboration was referred to the most and to establish a rank order for the codes. Other statistics are possible, but often the frequency analysis is sufficient to establish a pattern of improvement.

- Example 2: Outcome to improve decision making and analysis based on information captured in the EA body of knowledge. This goal should be broken
down into two subgoals of (A) use of the EA body of knowledge and (B) use of EA to improve decision making. For subgoal A, here is a possible coding system for types of uses of the EA body of knowledge:

1. Software architecture
2. Data architecture
3. Technical architecture
4. Security architecture
5. Business architecture
6. Solution architecture
7. Other uses of EA body of knowledge

As the interviewer reviews the interview transcripts, each reference to a use of the EA body of knowledge is recorded with a code of 1 for software architecture, a code of 2 for data architecture, a code of 3 for technical architecture, a code of 4 for security architecture, a code of 5 for business architecture, a code of 6 for solution architecture, and a code of 7 for other uses of the EA body of knowledge.

(Note: If many codes of 7 are found, the categories of uses for the EA body of knowledge should be reviewed to determine whether additional categories should be added to the coding system.)

After coding, a frequency analysis can be performed to determine which use of the EA body of knowledge was referred to the most and to establish a rank order for the codes. Other statistics are possible but often the frequency analysis is sufficient to establish a pattern of improvement.

For subgoal B, here is a possible coding system for uses of EA to improve decision making:

1. **Improved IT analysis and decision making**
   1.1 Major software systems selection
   1.2 Data consolidation
   1.3 Infrastructure planning
   1.4 Other improved IT analysis and decision making

2. **Improved business architecture analysis and decision making**
   2.1 Capability planning
   2.2 Business process planning
   2.3 Linking tactical projects with strategic planning
   2.4 Other improved business architecture analysis and decision making

3. **Improved strategy analysis and decision making**
   3.1 Staffing
   3.2 Capacity planning
   3.3 Office consolidation
   3.4 Decision making based on project portfolio management
   3.5 Other improved strategy analysis and decision making

As the interviewer reviews the interview transcripts, each reference to a use of EA to improve IT analysis and decision making is recorded with a code of 1.1
for improved IT analysis and decision making for major software systems, a code of 1.2 for improved IT analysis and decision making for data consolidation, and so on.

(Note: If many codes in the “other” option are found, the need for additional categories should be reviewed.)

After coding, a frequency analysis can be performed to determine which codes were referred to the most and to establish a rank order for the codes. Other statistics are possible but often the frequency analysis is sufficient to establish a pattern of improvement.

While more advanced qualitative data analysis techniques exist, it is recommended that those new to qualitative data analysis initially focus on the methods described above, as more advanced techniques would require more formal education on qualitative research approaches than is possible in this report.

3. Presenting and Interpreting Data

After coding the data, the data should be displayed and organized so that it can be interpreted. Often, simple matrices or charts can be used to compile interview data so that patterns can be determined among respondents. Causal network diagrams and flowcharts are also often helpful to assess the cause and effect of relationships that appear in the data. To analyze the data, the use of a computer-assisted qualitative data-analysis program is suggested. Such programs link code with text in order to perform complex model building and help in data management.

For example, EZ-Text is a useful software program when working with responses to open-ended questions in a standardized survey to quantify the results of an analysis, indicating the frequency of particular responses to each question. Many other software programs are available, and the options depend on the exact nature of the research and the size of the database. The coding and analysis of data in qualitative research is done differently for each study and depends on the research design as well as the researcher’s skill and experience. Regardless of the study, it is always essential to clearly document how the data was coded and interpreted, and it is important to quantify it in order to draw conclusions.

Table 6 builds on the smoking example and illustrates how to organize and display data so that it is easier to interpret. Simple matrices may be used to compile interview data so that patterns among different types of respondents can be detected. This is an example of presenting descriptive data (what the data says).

Causal network diagrams can also be constructed to help make sense of the cause-and-effect relationships that appear in the data. For example, the causal network in Figure 14 illustrates how linkages between smoking behavior and smoking outcomes might occur at different stages of a man’s life. This is an example of presenting interpretive data (what the data means).

CONCLUSION

This Executive Report described a process for deriving long-term EA value metrics — including deriving quantitative measures and results from qualitative data — that are aligned with the value drivers of the organization. This process ensures that an organization will select the optimal set of metrics — those with the greatest likelihood of demonstrating the value that EA has produced for the organization. This process also helps to select metrics that align with the value measures utilized by the core capabilities of the organization as well as those measures utilized by key stakeholders. Aligning the EA value measurement program with these measures allows the EA team to directly show how it positively impacts measures that matter to the rest of the organization. Once accomplishing this task, the value of EA to the enterprise will not only be understood but assured.

ENDNOTES


Table 6 — Example of Data Organization and Display

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Influences on Smoking Behavior</th>
<th>Circumstances for Smoking</th>
<th>Reasons for Stopping</th>
<th>Ways of Stopping (personal experience)</th>
<th>Ways of Stopping (opinion, w/o experience)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males: 20-30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 1</td>
<td>• Classmates</td>
<td>• Drinking with friends</td>
<td>• Mother scolds</td>
<td>• Increase tax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work pressure</td>
<td>• Working alone</td>
<td>father for smoking</td>
<td>Scare people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“It fries my brain”</td>
<td>Loses interest in eating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Loses interest in eating</td>
<td>Moods are affected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Thinking about</td>
<td>• Point out effect on others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>effects on others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• You are dirtying my temple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 2</td>
<td>• Parents smoke</td>
<td>• Chain smoker (all</td>
<td>• Health</td>
<td>• None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>circumstances)</td>
<td>• Financial</td>
<td>Can’t stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “I’m embarrassed that I am so dependent”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males: 30-40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females: 20-30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. Cameron and McMillan (see 11).
13. Kaplan and Norton (see 4).
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## APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL METRICS

### Appendix Table 1 — CIO-Level Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scorecard Categories</th>
<th>Foundational Metrics</th>
<th>Mature Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Financial Performance** | • Total IT budget as percentage of revenue  
• Total IT spending by region or business unit (BU)  
• Percentage of IT expenditure delivering new functionality  
• Percentage of “lights-on” operating costs (including break/fix, depreciation) from total IT spending  
• Percentage reduction in maintenance cost (year over year, YoY)  
• Dollars saved through vendor reviews/negotiations  
• Percentage of budget allocated to unplanned projects  
• Percentage of YoY cost reduction per service  
• Actual spend vs. planned spend (YoY)  
• Central IT spend as percentage of total IT spend  
• IT cost per user | • Total value creation from IT-enabled projects  
• TCO of IT services vs. external benchmarks  
• Total value created through vendor cooperation initiatives (innovation, etc.)  
• IT productivity enhancement by business function  
• Percentage of spend with preferred and challenger vendors |
| **Project Performance** | • Percentage of projects on time, on budget, withing scope  
• Percentage of projects compliant with architectural standards  
• Percentage of project requirements fulfilled via reuse  
• Percentage of infrastructure standardization projects of total project pool  
• Percentage of projects aligned with corporate strategic goals  
• Percentage of projects initiated with cost-benefit analysis  
• Percentage of applications deployed on a global basis | • Percentage of projects on time, on budget, within scope, and to specification  
• Percentage of projects meeting business cases  
• Actual vs. planned ROI for implementation of key initiatives  
• Percentage of high-risk driver projects  
• Percentage of projects with failures in the first 90 days of deployment  
• Percentage of projects with low likelihood of achieving benefits |
| **Operational Performance** | • Key applications and systems availability  
• Help desk first-call resolution  
• Percentage of applications with global licenses  
• Percentage of key suppliers with regular (monthly, quarterly, semiannual, annual) review sessions  
• Percentage of infrastructure service requests closed within SLAs  
• Number of applications used by more than one line of business (LOB)  
• Percentage of standardization by infrastructure tower or application | • Rate of failure incidents impacting the business  
• Service health  
• TCO of IT services vs. external benchmarks  
• Revenue loss from impaired end-user productivity  
• Technology standardization index  
• Number of event-free days |
| **Talent Management** | • Ratio of IT headcount (number of full-time IT staff) vs. all employees  
• Ratio of contractor headcount vs. full-time IT staff headcount  
• Employee morale/satisfaction (multiple-point scale, low to high)  
• IT staff turnover rate  
• IT staff absentee rate  
• Average days to fill a seat  
• Share of IT training spent in business units | • Competitiveness of current employment offer vs. industry (percentage of offers accepted out of number of offers extended)  
• Employee engagement level  
• Percentage of roles exhibiting skill gaps  
• Number of staff on track against planned stretch and development assignments/number of FTEs |
| **User Satisfaction** | • Percentage of returned satisfaction surveys  
• Help desk client satisfaction (percentage dissatisfied)  
• Satisfaction with individual operational services (voice services, network infrastructure, etc.)  
• Perceived quality of communication about available service and new technologies  
• Average end-user satisfaction rating  
• Average executive satisfaction rating | • Perceived vs. actual price competitiveness of IT services  
• Perceived ability to deliver technical/business solutions/services  
• Perceived contribution to business process improvement  
• Perceived contribution to business value  
• Business partner rating of benefit realization (low to high)  
• IT-business engagement score |
| **Information Security** | • Percentage of systems compliant with IT security standards  
• Number of security incidents in operational systems or infrastructure that led to material loss  
• Percentage of external partners in compliance with security standards  
• Percentage of high-level security breaches dealt with in agreed-upon time  
• Percentage of new initiatives that receive security and compliance signoff  
• Number of high-impact incidents per month identified and prevented | • Percent change in business downtime due to IT issues  
• Number of business hours lost due to unscheduled downtime  
• Percentage of employees going through security awareness programs |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scorecard Categories</th>
<th>Foundational Metrics</th>
<th>Mature Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Financial Performance** | • Total PMO budget as percentage of revenue  
                             • Actual PMO spend vs. forecast spend  
                             • Actual capital project spend vs. forecast spend | • Total value creation from project execution  
                             • Percentage of business cases achieved (financial, value, and risk) |
| **Project Performance** | • Percentage of projects delivered on time, on budget, and within scope  
                             • Percentage of projects compliant with architectural standards  
                             • Percentage of projects with completed business cases  
                             • Percentage of projects managed with detailed budget data  
                             • Percentage of projects started on time  
                             • Percentage of stage gate compliance  
                             • Percentage of application failure within first 90 days of deployment  
                             • Percentage of projects with a dedicated business sponsor  
                             • Level of project oversight compliance  
                             • Percentage of projects aligned with corporate strategic goals  
                             • Percentage of total project time consumed by rework (portfolio average) | • Percentage of high-risk driver projects  
                             • Project portfolio health index  
                             • Percentage of innovation projects evolving into full projects  
                             • Percentage of projects aligned with corporate strategic goals  
                             • Percentage of project effort spent on overhead admin costs  
                             • Percentage of tasks having assigned resources for the next 30 (60, 90) days  
                             • Estimation of variance (for cost or schedule) according to original estimate |
| **Operational Performance** | • Average hours spent on project activities per week vs. average hours spent on overhead by function  
                             • Percentage of time spent in rework by function  
                             • Percentage of errors not detected in testing  
                             • Percentage of project requests rejected  
                             • Percentage of noncompliant projects out of total project portfolio  
                             • Average project overrun by project type by months  
                             • Percentage of steering committee meetings attended by project sponsor | • Project complexity score  
                             • Percentage of new products and services resulting from existing project work |
| **Talent Management** | • Ratio of PMO headcount (number of full-time PMO staff) vs. all IT employees  
                             • PMO employee turnover as a percentage of IT staff  
                             • PMO employee absentee rate  
                             • PMO employee satisfaction rate  
                             • Percentage of project managers trained on project management methodology  
                             • Percentage of projects led by non–project managers | • Percentage of change management and business acumen programs completed  
                             • Number of staff on track against planned stretch and development assignments/number of FTEs  
                             • Percentage of contractor project managers compared to total number of project managers  
                             • Percentage of project managers receiving training on general management skills and soft skills  
                             • Percentage of projects managed by project managers reporting to PMO (percentage in terms of number of projects or value of projects as a percentage of total portfolio value) |
| **User Satisfaction** | • Meeting or exceeding solution satisfaction targets (completed projects)  
                             • Average project sponsor satisfaction rating with delivered project  
                             • Average end-user satisfaction rating with delivered project | • Qualitative improvement suggestions from project sponsors  
                             • Sponsor perception of contribution to business value  
                             • Sponsor perception of contribution to competitive advantage  
                             • Sponsor perception of contribution to business process improvement  
                             • Sponsor perception of contribution to corporate business strategy  
                             • Business partner rating of benefit realization (low to high) |
| **Information Security** | • Percentage of external partners in compliance with security standards  
                             • Percentage of new initiatives that receive security and compliance signoff | • Percent change in business downtime due to IT issues  
                             • Number of business hours lost due to unscheduled downtime  
                             • Percentage of employees going through security awareness programs |
### Appendix Table 3 — Infrastructure Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scorecard Categories</th>
<th>Foundational Metrics</th>
<th>Mature Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Financial Performance** | • Total infrastructure budget as percentage of revenue  
• Infrastructure cost per user  
• Actual infrastructure spend vs. planned spend  
• Annual service desk cost per user  
• Cost per service desk ticket | • Business services cost per month per user vs. external benchmarks |
| **Project Performance** | • Percentage of projects delivered on time, on budget, and within scope  
• Portfolio investment balance  
• Percentage of projects aligned with corporate strategic goals  
• Level of project oversight compliance | • Project portfolio health index  
• Percentage of high-risk driver projects |
| **Operational Performance** | • Tower availability  
• Tower staffing cost  
• Tower technology cost  
• Average number of incidents per user per month  
• First-call resolution rate  
• Technology retirement percentage  
• Average portfolio age  
• Change failure rate  
• Change cycle time  
• User-impacting incidents  
• Mean time to repair | • Business impairment cost  
• Technology standardization index  
• Health of business area supported  
• Percentage of systemic problems identified  
• Percentage of ITIL processes with attained maturity targets |
| **Talent Management** | • Ratio of infrastructure headcount (number of full-time infrastructure staff) vs. all IT employees  
• Ratio of contractor headcount vs. full-time infrastructure staff headcount  
• Employee morale/satisfaction (multiple point scale, low to high)  
• Staff turnover rate  
• Average days to fill a seat  
• Percentage of projects led by non–project managers | • Number of staff on track against planned stretch and development assignments/number of FTEs |
| **User Satisfaction** | • Average end-user satisfaction rating  
• Average executive satisfaction rating | • Business partner rating of benefit realization (low to high) |
| **Information Security** | • Number of security incidents  
• Number of high-impact incidents per month  
• Number of outstanding change requests | • Percent change in business downtime due to infrastructure issues  
• Number of business hours lost due to unscheduled downtime  
• Cost to business of hours lost due to unscheduled downtime  
• Dollars saved through decreased downtime of critical systems |
### Appendix Table 4 — Applications Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scorecard Categories</th>
<th>Foundational Metrics</th>
<th>Mature Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial Performance</strong></td>
<td>• Total applications budget as percentage of revenue</td>
<td>• Percentage of Agile projects delivered on time and on budget, with scope meeting sponsor’s expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage reduction in application maintenance cost (YTD)</td>
<td>• Cost of schedule variance for Agile projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Actual application spend vs. planned spend</td>
<td>• Percentage of projects in development portfolio that run with Agile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Average number of days before delivering first functionality using Agile vs. number of days before delivering first functionality in waterfall projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Performance</strong></td>
<td>• Percentage of projects delivered on time, on budget, and within scope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of projects compliant with architectural standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of project requirements fulfilled via reuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of stage gate compliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of expected vs. actual end-user adoption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of application standardization projects for small, medium, large applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operational Performance</strong></td>
<td>• Monthly average of critical systems availability</td>
<td>• Revenue loss due to variance in application performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of applications with SLAs/SLRs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of vendor SLAs met</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of SLAs met</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease average development cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of applications purchased vs. built</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mean target vs. actual time to repair applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Average application response time (30-day average) — seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of errors per user per application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of application resources time spent on admin and application support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Talent Management</strong></td>
<td>• Ratio of application headcount (number of full-time application staff) vs. all IT employees</td>
<td>• Employee engagement level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ratio of contractor headcount vs. full-time application staff headcount</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Application staff turnover rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of employees meeting technical training hours goal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Development program penetration rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of IT employees who have not attended non-project customer meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User Satisfaction</strong></td>
<td>• Average end-user satisfaction rating</td>
<td>• Business partner rating of benefit realization (low to high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Average executive satisfaction rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information Security</strong></td>
<td>• Number of security patches deployed after go-live</td>
<td>• Number of business hours lost due to unscheduled applications downtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mean days without significant event</td>
<td>• Percent change in business downtime due to applications issues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix Table 5 — EA Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scorecard Categories</th>
<th>Foundational Metrics</th>
<th>Mature Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Financial Performance** | • TCO savings from systems retirement  
• Annual savings from standardized purchasing agreements  
• Percentage of IT spend on strategic projects  
• Percentage of revenue and transactions processed through enterprise standard platforms  
• Annual savings from digitization and enhanced process efficiency  
• Percentage of technology assets still in use beyond depreciation schedules | • Revenue generated per week in faster time-to-market from new initiatives  
• Annual revenue from new IT-enabled business capabilities |
| **Project Performance** | • Percentage of projects compliant with technology standards and architecture  
• Number of new applications using declining/not permitted technology  
• Percentage of projects with assigned architects | • Percentage of high-risk driver projects  
• Percentage of innovation projects evolving into full projects  
• Percentage of projects aligned with corporate strategic goals  
• Percentage of applications in production supporting each enterprise capability |
| **Operational Performance** | • Number of systems retired  
• Number of applications reused by more than one business  
• Complexity and redundancy by technology stack layer  
• Percentage of applications mapped to business processes  
• Percentage of applications purchased vs. built  
• Percentage of BUs with updated EA roadmaps  
• Percentage of technology assets out of support by vendor | • Percentage of business capabilities realized in the target state  
• Number of applications supporting each business process/capability  
• Technology standardization index |
| **Talent Management** | • Ratio of EA headcount (number of full-time EA staff) vs. all IT employees  
• Ratio of contractor headcount vs. full-time EA staff headcount  
• Employee morale/satisfaction (multiple point scale, low to high)  
• Staff turnover rate | • Employee engagement level  
• Percentage of roles exhibiting skill gaps |
| **User Satisfaction** | • Average end-user satisfaction rating  
• Average executive satisfaction rating | • Percentage of IT architectural plans approved, reviewed, and accepted by business |
Executive education on the new face of IT

Summit 2015
4–6 May 2015 | Cambridge, MA, USA

Summit 2015: Executive Education+ is a world-class Exec Ed program. For more than 16 years, the Summit has been the place where business and technology professionals meet to share opinions, ideas, and experiences, and to become reenergized to solve the challenges they face at their organizations.

This year’s Summit centers on the new role of enterprise IT: business problem solver. Broad topics such as change management, the murky concept of privacy, and how business and IT really can work in sync put the business technology landscape into clear focus. Sessions on aligning architects within the organization, data-driven software making, and serious games give you tools you can put to work right away to achieve organizational goals. Small group roundtables on project portfolio management, team effectiveness, and Agile lifecycle management allow you to drill down where you need to.

The unique format and informal setting of this intimate gathering provides an opportunity to candidly discuss the challenges you face — from technical concerns and strategies you’re considering, to trends you’re seeing, and to techniques to overcome political roadblocks in your enterprise.

Packed with intriguing keynotes and case studies, raucous-yet-serious games, one-on-one conversations, roundtable discussions, heated debates arising during panel sessions, and casual conversations between delegates, speakers, and Cutter experts, Summit 2015: Executive Education+ is the one conference you can’t afford to miss.

Learn more and register at www.cutter.com/summit.html
Cutter’s Inquiry Program

Get Guidance and Answers from the Best Minds in the Business

Cutter’s Access to the Experts Inquiry Program, available to Cutter Consortium Enterprise Suite clients, provides you with astute analysis and advice directly from Cutter’s renowned experts. Every inquiry is fielded by a Cutter Senior Consultant or Fellow with hands-on expertise addressing IT challenges at organizations worldwide. You’ll get insightful answers to your questions from the pros, based on real-world experience, which is markedly different from what other analyst firms provide.

Answers You Can Put Into Action

Clients can leverage the hours with Cutter’s experts in many ways. Allot some of the inquiry time to the CIO, pairing him or her with a top Cutter business-IT strategist for monthly brainstorming sessions. Or set up monthly calls for your Director of Enterprise Architecture with one of Cutter’s EA experts. In either case, the arrangement allows the two of them to build a rapport and gives the Cutter expert a growing understanding of the issues your enterprise is facing. The Cutter expert quickly becomes a valuable advisor. You can also submit email inquiries to Cutter. A Cutter Senior Consultant or Fellow with relevant hands-on expertise will answer your question directly, either in writing, by phone, or both ways if that better meets your needs.

From advice on your governance strategy from Cutter’s Enterprise Risk Management & Governance expert Bob Charette, to counsel on integrating Agile approaches into your existing project management methodology from Israel Gat; counsel on how to spread the culture of innovation throughout your enterprise from innovation expert Rob Austin; input on creating and deploying your enterprise architecture from EA expert William Ulrich; advice about how to protect the personally identifiable information (PII) your organization collects from privacy guru Rebecca Herold; to advice on how to uncover IT cost-reduction opportunities from IT strategy expert Bob Benson, Cutter’s team of experts is uniquely positioned to provide you with solutions.

While some inquiries may be answered informally by our experts, others will require research and further conversation in order to provide the best advice. But in each and every case, you’ll get one of the best minds in the industry working on your problem right away.

Your Client Research Manager

Every Access to the Experts client organization is assigned a client research manager who will field your inquiries, matching the right expert to your inquiry. Your client research manager ensures that your questions are answered promptly and he or she handles the logistics for teleconferences. We dedicate the time to coordinating the communication, so you can concentrate on getting the answers you need.

For More Information

For more information on Cutter Consortium, contact us by:

Tel: +1 781 648 8700
Fax: +1 781 648 8707
Email: sales@cutter.com
Web: www.cutter.com
Mail: 37 Broadway, Suite 1, Arlington, MA 02474-5552 USA

Cutter Business Technology Council
Access to the Experts: Case Studies

**CIO Mentoring**
Cutter Fellow Rob Austin and the CIO of a Fortune 500 and Financial Times Global 500 firm meet monthly by phone to discuss the latest challenges IT confronts due to the organization’s rapidly changing and mission-critical industry.

**Business Requirements Engineering Assessment**
Cutter Fellow Steve Andriole worked with a Fortune 500 energy company to analyze and revamp its business requirements engineering process. The company struggled with determining the right requirements and how to communicate them properly. Dr. Andriole helped develop a roadmap to a more robust and highly developed requirements process.

**Protecting Personally Identifiable Information**
Senior Consultant Rebecca Herold helped a Fortune 500 financial institution assess its capability to protect PII and its current incident-monitoring system to evaluate how breaches were monitored, reported, and resolved. Ms. Herold provided valuable insight and advice on how to make the system more accurate and responsive in order to cut down on data breaches and information vulnerabilities.

**Understanding the Drivers for PC Replacement**
Cutter Fellow Lou Mazzucchelli helped a biomedical firm understand industry best practices and the business case for proactive PC refresh. He described the typical lifespan of laptop and desktop PCs and helped the organization understand the impact that hardware, operating system, and software upgrades have on replacement cycles.

For More Information
For details on Cutter Consortium’s Access to the Experts inquiry program, call +1 781 648 8700 or send email to sales@cutter.com.

Here’s a sampling of experts you can call upon with Cutter Consortium’s Access to the Experts inquiry program

- Steve Andriole
- Rob Austin
- Bob Benson
- David J. Caruso
- Jens Coldewey
- Sara Cullen
- Khaled El Eman
- Clive Finkelstein
- Israel Gat
- Curt Hall
- David Hay
- Rebecca Herold
- Jeff Kaplan
- Vince Kellen
- Tim Lister
- Michael Mah
- Lou Mazzucchelli
- James Odell
- Ken Orr
- Bart Perkins
- Ken Rau
- Suzanne Robertson
- Oliver Sims
- William Ulrich
- Jim Watson
- Karl Wiig
- William Zucker
... and others
About the Practice

**Business & Enterprise Architecture**

Together, business architecture and enterprise architecture make it possible to align business and IT, enabling your organization to manage IT’s growing complexity and cost. Cutter’s Business & Enterprise Architecture practice brings you the information and advice you need to understand how business, information, application, enterprise, and security architectures knit together; what organizational structures you need to have in place to support them; and how these strong architectures can pave the way for strategic planning and portfolio management.

Cutter’s Business & Enterprise Architecture team features architects who’ve earned their stripes in organizations like yours. These technology executives have been Chief Architects, Business Architects, CTOs, and CIOs, developing acclaimed methodologies and leading standards and specification groups. These seasoned professionals deliver the experience-based research, consulting, and training that helps organizations worldwide establish architectural approaches that address alignment, redundancy, and complexity issues to maximize the business value of IT.

Whether you’re just beginning to build an architecture program or you’ve reached a point where your architecture influences IT alignment, enterprise process, and advanced governance, you’ll find many forums to interact with Cutter’s Architecture experts to brainstorm, debate, and learn. From research and inquiry privileges to regular virtual meetings with Cutter’s Architecture thought leaders, participation in webinars, and architecture-specific Q&A sessions, Cutter will help you progress along the architectural maturity path.

**Products and Services Available from the Business & Enterprise Architecture Practice**

- The Business & Enterprise Architecture Membership
- Research & Analysis
- Inquiry Response
- Consulting & Mentoring
- Inhouse Training & Executive Education
- Research Reports

**Cutter Consortium Practices**

Each Cutter Consortium practice includes a subscription-based research service, plus consulting, training, and executive education services:

- Agile Product & Project Management
- Business & Enterprise Architecture
- Business Technology Strategies
- Data Insight & Social BI

**Senior Consultant Team**

The Cutter Consortium Business & Enterprise Architecture Senior Consultant Team includes seasoned architects and business and IT executives, experienced in guiding organizations as they build architecture programs, train architects, and use architectures to support business growth. You get sound advice and cutting-edge ideas, as well as case studies and data analysis from best-in-class experts. This brain trust includes:

- Paul Allen
- Scott W. Ambler
- Claude R. Baudoin
- Dan Berglove
- Udi Dahan
- Don Estes
- Roger Evernden
- Pierfranco Ferronato
- David S. Frankel
- Curt Hall
- David Hay
- Tushar K. Hazra
- Sebastian Konkol
- Peter Kovari
- Arun K. Majumdar
- Terry Merriman
- James Odell
- Ken Orr
- Balaji Prasad
- Oliver Sims
- Andrew Spanyi
- Borys Stokalski
- William Ulrich
- Jeroen van Tyn
- Jim Watson
- Tom Welsh